The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) estimates that 75% of Americans will have excess weight or obesity by 2020, yet 82% of individuals with obesity feel they are alone in their efforts to control their weight. Managing weight with the help of a medical professional can be a useful tool in treating obesity. Weight management can greatly improve overall health and lessen the impact of the diseases and conditions that can accompany obesity.

**Fact 1**
Medical weight management options are available for individuals living with excess weight and obesity and have proven results following modest to moderate weight-loss:

- Effective treatment can be provided in primary care settings, weight management clinics, community-based programs, by a dietitian, web-based programs or through commercial programs that are evidence-based.
- Overall lifestyle modifications generally result in a weight-loss of 5-10% of excess body weight.
- Individuals participating in weight management programs tend to lose 3-5% more weight than those following self-directed programs.
- To achieve the greatest rate of success, lifestyle modifications should have manageable goals and include eating habits, physical activity and overall behavior modifications. They may also include prescription medications for continued weight management.
- Medications approved for long-term obesity treatment, when used with lifestyle modifications, lead to greater weight-loss and increased likelihood of meaningful 1-year weight outcomes.
- Some of the medications used for long-term weight management have been proven to achieve weight-loss of 5-15%. Results of the use of medication for the treatment of obesity may vary.

**Fact 2**
Medical weight management reduces effects of chronic diseases:

- Nearly 32% of U.S. adults have hypertension, also known as high blood pressure. Modest weight-loss, as small as 10 pounds, can lower one’s blood pressure.
- The CDC reports that 9.4% of Americans have diabetes, with an additional 84.1 million people diagnosed with prediabetes. A landmark National Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) study found that the progression from prediabetes to type 2 diabetes is reduced by 59% when lifestyle modifications are made.
- Sleep apnea may lead to additional chronic diseases including type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. Medical weight management can reduce the severity of sleep apnea.
- Medical weight management can decrease inflammatory markers, which are predictors of chronic disease.
Offering medical treatment for obesity makes economic sense as these individuals are at risk for developing additional and costlier chronic diseases.\(^{18}\)

State and individual spending on obesity-related medical care varies by state. For example, in New York 10.9% of Medicaid spending was for obesity-related illness while Kentucky and Wisconsin each spent 20%.\(^{21}\)

In 2008 the total amount spent on medical costs associated with obesity was $147 billion. That equates to an individual increase in health care costs of $1,429 each year compared to an individual without obesity.\(^{22}\)

Obesity medicine physicians are committed to providing evidence-based treatments for obesity through a comprehensive approach including lifestyle modifications. These modifications include healthy eating, physical activity, prescription medicines and surgical treatment options.\(^{15}\)

Working with an obesity medicine physician can significantly improve the patient experience. It can also increase results through continued counseling and a range of treatment options including referrals to dietitians, exercise physiologists, physiologists and bariatric surgeons.\(^{14,16}\)

Just over 70% of Americans are currently overweight, with nearly 40% having obesity.\(^{1,2}\)

Excess weight is associated with the development of additional chronic diseases such as: type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, heart disease, stroke, gallbladder disease, sleep apnea and osteoarthritis. The risk for developing these diseases can increase as an individual’s weight increases. And the overall risk of developing diabetes can double for people with obesity rather than excess weight.\(^{18}\)

Around 75% of people with severe obesity have at least one other health-related condition (type 2 diabetes, hypertension, sleep apnea, etc.) which can increase the risk of premature death.\(^{19}\)

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) reports that adults dealing with severe obesity are most likely to die from cancer, diabetes or heart disease, and that years of lost life could be as high as 14 when compared to a healthy adult of the same age.\(^{20}\)

A substantial and rising percentage of healthcare costs are associated with the treatment of obesity. In 2015, 7.91% of health spending went toward obesity-related illness and spending on obesity-related illness increased 29% between 2001 and 2015.\(^{21}\)

Non-Hispanic blacks have the highest age-adjusted rates of obesity (48.1%) followed by Hispanics (42.5%), non-Hispanic whites (34.5%), and non-Hispanic Asians (11.7%).\(^{17}\)

Obesity is higher among middle-aged adults (age 40-59 years; 40.2%) and older adults (age 60 and over; 37.0%) than among younger adults (age 20–39; 32.3%).\(^{17}\)
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